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autodesk acquires robot, a software development company, in the summer of 2006. under the new ownership, the company moved to san jose, california and has relocated the corporate headquarters from germany to the united states. autodesk has renamed the product and is launching a new version, autodesk robot structural analysis professional 2020, which provides the ability to analyze and evaluate structures. the application also has the ability to display an animation of the 3d model. the

products are pre-loaded with various structural analysis models, including the ability to analyze the stability of the model. autodesk is also adding a support for the ansys fea/homo and the solidworks structural analysis tool. the company is also adding new features to its existing products, autodesk robotic constructor 2020, autodesk robotic placement 2020, autodesk robot structural analysis professional 2020, autodesk robot structural analysis 2020 and autodesk’s cadd/cae superpower 2020. autodesk
acquired the robobat gmbh in 2006. the company was founded in 1998 in heilbronn, germany, and is an independent company in the autodesk group. autodesk robot is an old name for the software developed by robobat. autodesk robot was a very famous name of autodesk software from 1996 to 1999. autodesk robot was developed by caro software for the architecture market. robobat introduced robot in 1999 as a structural analysis application that performed in the same way as a civil engineer or a

structural engineer. the software was released in two editions. the first was a draft product that cost around $2,000 usd. the second edition, released in 2000, cost $12,500 usd and was fully integrated with autodesk's other structural analysis software.
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